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a b s t r a c t
The number of Non-Performing Loans has increased in recent years, paralleling the current ﬁnancial
crisis, thus increasing the importance of credit scoring models. This study proposes a three stage hybrid
Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System credit scoring model, which is based on statistical techniques and
Neuro Fuzzy. The proposed model’s performance was compared with conventional and commonly utilized models. The credit scoring models are tested using a 10-fold cross-validation process with the credit
card data of an international bank operating in Turkey. Results demonstrate that the proposed model
consistently performs better than the Linear Discriminant Analysis, Logistic Regression Analysis, and Artiﬁcial Neural Network (ANN) approaches, in terms of average correct classiﬁcation rate and estimated
misclassiﬁcation cost. As with ANN, the proposed model has learning ability; unlike ANN, the model does
not stay in a black box. In the proposed model, the interpretation of independent variables may provide
valuable information for bankers and consumers, especially in the explanation of why credit applications
are rejected.
Ó 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Recently, the number of Non-Performing Loans (NPLs) has rapidly increased, due to both the effects of global crisis and the appetite for increased risk, in parallel with banks granting more loans
without enough evaluation. The global ﬁnancial crisis has also
affected the Turkish banking sector, and as of December 2009,
the ratio of NPL to Gross Loans increased to 5.3% from 3.6%. When
analyzed the consumer loans of the Turkish banking sector, can be
seen in the following ratios; NPL in housing, 2.1%, in consumer
loans, 4.4%, in vehicle loans, 10.7% and in credit card loans, 10.8%
(BRSA, 2009). This situation has increased the credit risk of the
ﬁnancial sector and has brought about discussions relating to the
credit scoring models’ efﬁciency.
Nowadays, credit scoring models using statistical techniques,
Operational Research, and Artiﬁcial Intelligence (AI) technologies
are being developed (Thomas, 2000). Credit scoring models help
credit institutions evaluate credit applications with respect to consumers’ characteristics such as age, income, and marital status
(Chen and Huang, 2003). The objective of credit scoring models
is to sort the applications: those that have a high probability of performing ﬁnancial obligations are assigned to a ‘‘good credit’’ group,
and those that have a low probability of performing ﬁnancial obli⇑ Tel.: +90 274 2652031x4631; fax: +90 274 2652155.
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gations are assigned to a ‘‘bad credit’’ group. Therefore, credit scoring models are basically classiﬁcation problems (Hand, 1981;
Hsieh, 2004; Lee et al., 2006). If these assignments are made accurately, more creditworthy applicants are granted credit, thereby
increasing proﬁts; non-creditworthy applicants are denied credit,
thus decreasing losses (West, 2000).
In parallel with the growing credit volume of the ﬁnancial sector, many different credit scoring models have been developed by
banks and researchers in order to evaluate credit applications,
including Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Logistic Regression
Analysis (LRA), Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS),
Classiﬁcation and Regression Tree (CART), Artiﬁcial Neural Network (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) (Abdou et al., 2008; Abdou, 2009; Angelini et al.,
2008; Bellotti and Crook, 2009; Chen and Huang, 2003; Chuang
and Lin, 2009; Cinko, 2006; Desai et al., 1996; Hsieh and Hung,
2010; Hsieh, 2004, 2005; Huang et al., 2006, 2007; Lee and Chen,
2005; Kim and Sohn, 2010; Lee et al., 2002, 2006; Lee, 2007; Li
et al., 2006; Luo et al., 2009; Malhotra and Malhotra, 2003; Nanni
and Lumini, 2009; Ong et al., 2005; Paleologo et al., 2010; Sustersic
et al., 2009; Tong et al., 2012; Tsai and Wu, 2008; Tsai et al., 2009;
West, 2000; West et al., 2005; Yu et al., 2008). Both LDA and LRA
have been widely used in credit scoring (Chuang and Lin, 2009;
Crook et al., 2007; Desai et al., 1996; Lee et al., 2006; Thomas,
2000; West, 2000). However; LDA makes some assumptions: a linear relationship among the independent variables and a normal
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distribution of the variables. LDA is criticized because it is unable
to provide justiﬁcation for these assumptions (Thomas, 2000;
West, 2000). LRA is used for making prediction on a data set with
dichotomous outcomes. In contrast to LDA, LRA does not require
the normality assumption. But both models assume that there is
a linear relationship among variables, so both of these models
may not have enough predictive accuracy in credit scoring (Lancher et al., 1995; Lee and Chen, 2005; Thomas, 2000; West, 2000).
When we look at the last two decades, ANN comes out as an
important alternative in ﬁnancial prediction studies, and draws
attention from many researchers with its high prediction accuracy.
ANN depends mainly upon transferring the processes of human
brain to the computer environment. Unlike statistical techniques,
ANN does not require any assumptions, and in research about
credit scoring, ANN performs better than both LDA and LRA (Abdou
et al., 2008; Chen and Huang, 2003; Desai et al., 1996; Lee and
Chen, 2005; Lee et al., 2002; Malhotra and Malhotra, 2003;
Sustersic et al., 2009; Tsai et al., 2009; West, 2000). However,
ANN is also criticized; (i) for its long training process in developing
the optimal network’s architecture, (ii) for its inability to identify
the relative importance of potential input variables, and (iii) because the model acts as a black box without logic or rule-based
explanations for the input–output approximation; in other words,
for its inability to explain the underlying principle for the decision
to reject applications (Chen and Huang, 2003; Piramuthu, 1999;
Trippi and Turban, 1996; West, 2000).
Neuro Fuzzy (NF) systems are relatively new hybrid AI technologies developed by using ANN and Fuzzy Logic (FL) simultaneously; there is little research in applying them to credit
scoring models. The purpose of this study is to investigate the ability of the three stage hybrid Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) credit scoring model, which is based on statistical
techniques and NF, by using the credit card data of an international
bank operating in Turkey. The performance of the proposed model
is also compared with LDA, LRA, and ANN. The main contribution of
this paper is that the three stage hybrid ANFIS credit scoring model
is a competitive modeling approach for credit card evaluation. In
addition to these, we try to interpret with 3D graphs how the proposed model makes credit decisions, which may provide valuable
information for bankers and consumers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We will review the
literature of credit scoring in Section 2. Section 3 gives a brief outline of LDA, LRA, ANN and NF in building credit scoring model. Section 4 presents the data and the empirical results of the credit
scoring models. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2. Literature review
Because of the vast volume of existing literature focusing on
credit scoring, we will review only credit scoring studies using
commonly used statistical techniques, ANN and NF, in this section.
Durand (1941) ﬁrst actualized credit scoring by LDA, by searching
the differences between good and bad credit groups. Since then,
statistical techniques, primarily LDA and LRA, have been used in
ﬁnancial prediction studies (Altman, 1968; Martin, 1977; Meyer
and Pifer, 1970; Sinkey, 1975; West, 1985).
Since the 1990s, ANN has been also used in modeling credit
scoring. Desai et al. (1996) developed credit scoring models with
ANN on a data set of 1962 credit consumers, obtained from three
different credit unions. Among the subjected models (ANN, LDA
and LRA), the performance of ANN was the best, especially in predicting bad credit. Malhotra and Malhotra (2003) got similar results on a set of 1078 data, obtained from twelve different credit
unions. West (2000) compared the performance of ﬁve different
ANN models on credit scoring with LDA, LRA, k nearest neighbor,
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Kernel Destiny Estimation and CART. West (2000) stated that different ANN models can be used successfully in credit scoring and
that LRA can be an alternative to ANN.
Lee et al. (2002) proposed a hybrid credit scoring model which
integrates ANN with LDA. The performance of this proposed model
has been found more successful than that of LDA, LRA, or ANN separately. In a study using Egypt’s personal loan data, Abdou et al.
(2008) found that ANN is more successful than LDA, LRA and Probit
Analysis. Cinko (2006) obtained successful results using ANN and
CART on credit card data. Angelini et al. (2008) achieved a 7% average error rate with ANN on a credit data set consisting of small and
medium sized enterprises (SMEs) obtained from an Italian bank.
Sustersic et al. (2009) found that credit scoring models developed
with ANN are more successful than LRA on consumer credit data,
after reducing independent variables with GA and Principal Component Analysis. Chen and Huang (2003) used GA in the process
of transferring three rejected credit applications to the conditional
acceptance group, and found that the ANN model is more successful than LDA and CART. Lee et al. (2006) have found the models
which were developed using CART and MARS on credit card data
were more successful than those using LDA, LRA and ANN. Lee
and Chen (2005) compared the performance of the LDA, LRA,
ANN, MARS, and MARS-ANN models on a data set of mortgage
loans obtained from a local Taiwan bank. The best performance
was obtained with the ANN model that used the variables found
to be more important by MARS. Chuang and Lin (2009) obtained
76%, 76.5%, 77.5%, 79.5%, and 82.5% prediction performance from
the LDA, LRA, CART, ANN, and MARS-ANN models respectively,
on the German credit data. In the last part of the study, when
the data that were transferred to the bad credit group were reevaluated with Case Based Reasoning (CBR), the accuracy rate of
the model went up to 86%. Tsai et al. (2009) found that the Data
Envelopment Analysis-LDA and ANN models were more successful
than LDA and LRA on Taiwanese consumer credit data.
In recent years, ensemble classiﬁers have been proposed to improve the performance of credit scoring models. The main idea of
ensemble classiﬁers is to combine a number of classiﬁers into
one multiple classiﬁer (Nanni and Lumini, 2006). West et al.
(2005) ascertained that ensemble classiﬁer-ANN models reduced
the error rate of single classiﬁers by 3% or 5%. Yu et al. (2008) found
that while ANN and SVM are more successful than LRA among single classiﬁers, the best performance was obtained from ensemble
classiﬁers-ANN. Similarly, in the study done by Nanni and Lumini
(2009), ANN was determined to be the best among single classiﬁers, but the best performance was generally obtained from the
random subspace ensemble of classiﬁer with the Levenberg–
Marquardt neural net model. In the study of Tsai and Wu (2008),
ensemble classiﬁers-ANN performed better in only one of the three
datasets. Hsieh and Hung (2010) developed ensemble classiﬁer
credit scoring models after they separated German credit data into
good, bad, and borderline groups with Cluster Analysis. Finlay
(2011) compared the performance of multiple classiﬁers and found
that Error Trimmed Boosting outperformed all other multiple
classiﬁers on UK credit data.
Most of the reviewed studies focus on whether or not banks
should grant credit to consumers who apply to them. On the other
hand, the models, which help to make decisions on how to
evaluate some demands of the existing customers like raising credit limits, are called behavioral scoring models (Thomas, 2000).
Hsieh (2004) has developed behavioral scoring models on the credit card data with self-organizing map ANN. In this research, bank
consumers are classiﬁed into three major proﬁtable groups, and
the results of this study can be used in developing marketing strategies. In another study, Hsieh (2005) drew the conclusion that
cluster analysis raised the performance of credit scoring models
based on ANN.
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In credit scoring, hybrid models, which are formed by using
more than one AI technology, are also used. The advantage of hybrid credit scoring models is that each AI technology brings its
own strengths. NF systems are relatively new hybrid AI technologies; in credit scoring, there is little research that has used these
systems. Piramuthu (1999) found that ANN was more successful
than NF in credit scoring, but he also stated the necessity of using
NF when it is important to know how credit decisions were made.
In the study by Malhotra and Malhotra (2002), NF credit scoring
models performed better than models using LDA. At the same time
they interpreted why credit applications were accepted or not.
Odeh et al. (2010) built LRA, ANN and ANFIS credit scoring models
on data from US bank loans, and stated that benchmarking banks’
internal rating system may be necessary.
When credit scoring models in literature are examined, it is
seen that researchers focus on a high accuracy rate. Credit scoring
models have been developed by the credit institutions and
researchers with various credit data such as credit cards, consumer
loans, mortgage loans, SME loans and corporate loans. It is hard to
say which model gives the best result in every case when we take
into consideration differently formed credit datasets as well as different datasets used in many countries. So, the beneﬁt of credit
scoring models can be raised by using more than one model as a
decision support system.
3. Research methodology
3.1. Linear discriminant analysis
LDA was ﬁrst proposed by Fisher (1936) as a discrimination and
classiﬁcation technique. LDA investigates whether there is an explicit difference or not among two or more groups, depending on
a group of independent variables. LDA is an appropriate statistical
technique when the dependent variable is categorical and the
independent variables are metric (Malhotra and Malhotra, 2003).
The model that LDA has is stated in Eq. (1):

Z i ¼ b0 þ b1 xi1 þ b2 xi2 þ    þ bm xim

ð1Þ

where Zi is a discriminant score, b0 is the intercept term, and bi
(i = 1, . . . , m) represents the estimated regression coefﬁcient associated with the corresponding independent variables xi (i = 1, . . . , m).
LDA has been widely applied in ﬁnancial prediction studies
(Altman, 1968; Deakin, 1972; Desai et al., 1996; Lee et al., 2002;
Malhotra and Malhotra, 2002, 2003).
3.2. Logistic regression analysis

LRA has also been widely applied in ﬁnancial prediction studies
(Aziz et al., 1988; Foreman, 2003; Gentry et al., 1985; Henley,
1995; Keasey and Watson, 1987; Laitinen, 1999; Laitinen and Laitinen, 2000; Ohlson, 1980; Tseng and Lin, 2005). Although the LRA
model can perform well in many applications, the accuracy of LRA
decreases when the relationships of the system are non-linear.
ANN has been proposed to deal with this problem (Ong et al.,
2005).

3.3. Artiﬁcial neural networks
ANN, which was developed by simulating working principles of
the human brain, is a ﬂexible non-linear modeling tool. The human
being’s learning ability is transferred to a computer environment
with ANN. In other words, ANN has ability to learn from examples.
ANN is composed of a number of processing elements, which come
together within the frame of particular rules which are called neurons or nodes (Haykin, 1999; Zhang et al., 1998). An ANN generally
consists of three layers of interconnected neurons. A three layer
ANN is shown in Fig. 1. The ﬁrst layer is called the input layer,
where external information, corresponding to independent variables in statistics, is received. Each neuron in the input layer sends
signals to the hidden layer. Information received from the input
layer is processed in the hidden layer. The output layer transmits
the information outside of the network which corresponds to a
dependent variable in statistics.
Since the 1990s, ANNs have been widely used in ﬁnancial prediction studies (Akkoç, 2007; Alam et al., 2000; Bell, 1997; Davalos
et al., 1999; Desai et al., 1996; Jensen, 1992; Jo et al., 1997; Lee and
Chen, 2005; Lee et al., 2002; Lee and Chen, 2005; Leshno and Spector, 1996; Malhotra and Malhotra, 2003; Odom and Sharda, 1990;
Piramuthu, 1999; Ravi and Pramodh, 2008; Salchenberger et al.,
1992; Swicegood and Clark, 2001; Tam, 1991; Tam and Kiang,
1992; Tan and Dihardjo, 2001; Tsukuda and Baba, 1994; West,
2000; Wilson and Sharda, 1994; Yang et al., 1999; Yildiz, 2001;
Zhang et al., 1999). The majority of these studies report that prediction accuracies of ANNs are better than conventional statistical
techniques. Although ANN can be applied successfully in many
ﬁelds, it has some disadvantages. ANN requires a long training process in developing the optimal model. ANN has also been criticized
for lack of theory. There is no opportunity to explain the result produced by ANN, in other words, the model acts as a black box (Chen
and Huang, 2003; Piramuthu, 1999; Trippi and Turban, 1996;
West, 2000). Hybrid models that are formed by using at least
two AI technologies such as NF together, can remove these disadvantages and produce promising results.

LRA is one of the most popular statistical modeling techniques
for classiﬁcation problems in which the probability of a dichotomous outcome depends on a group of independent variables. The
model that LRA has is stated in Eq. (2):

ln½pi=ð1  piÞ ¼ b0 þ b1 xi1 þ b2 xi2 þ    þ bm xim

ð2Þ

where pi is the probability of the outcome of interest, b0 is the intercept term, and bi (i = 1, . . . , m) represents the coefﬁcient associated
with the corresponding variables xi (i = 1, . . . , m). The dependent
variable is the logarithm of the odds, {ln [pi/(1  pi)]}, which is
the logarithm of the ratio of two probabilities of the outcome of
interest (Lee et al., 2002). The objective of a LRA model in credit
scoring is to determine the conditional probability of a speciﬁc
observation belonging to a class, given the values of the independent variables of that credit applicant (Lee and Chen, 2005). LRA
does not necessarily require the assumptions of LDA. However, Harrell and Lee (1985) found that LRA is as efﬁcient and accurate as LDA
even though the assumptions of LDA are satisﬁed.

Fig. 1. A three layer ANN.
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3.4. Neuro fuzzy systems
Zadeh (1965) introduced FL, a mathematical system which
deals with modeling imprecise information in the form of linguistic
terms. The point, where FL emerges becomes the crisis about the
classic set theory. In classic set theory, there are two possibilities:
an individual is a member of a set or is not a member of a set. But
the human reasoning process works in a different, less dichotomous way. So in FL, it is possible that one individual can be a member of more than one set in a certain degree by means of
membership functions. A is deﬁned as a fuzzy set in Eq. (3).

A ¼ fðx; lAðxÞÞjx 2 Xg;

Fig. 2. ANFIS architecture.

ð3Þ

This equation lA(x) shows a membership function which gets a
value between 0 and 1, and x shows a member of the set A. FL represents models using if-then rules. For example;
If age is average and current work duration is high, then risk is
low
where age, current work duration and risk are linguistic variables; low, average and high are linguistic values that are identiﬁed by membership functions.
Each AI technology has a unique ability. ANN carries out machine learning by simulating the human being’s neural system.
FL is very similar to a human being’s reasoning. But these technologies have some unique disadvantages. Not being able to make a
comment on how the produced solution regarding a problem is
produced by ANN; in other words, the information that stays in
the black box is an important disadvantage for ANN. An important
disadvantage of FL is not having the ability to learn. In parallel to AI
technology development, combinations of these technologies have
come into question. So the disadvantages of these technologies are
removed when they are combined into one model. To take advantage of the learning capability of ANN and the modeling superiority
of FL, these technologies are used simultaneously; this is called NF.
Recently NF systems have gained a lot of interest, because they
have the advantages of both ANN and FL. NF systems have the ability to apply human experience to problems by using fuzzy rules
(Jang et al., 1997). The most important advantage for NF models
over other non-linear AI technologies is their learning capability
by using verbal variables (Abonyi, 2003). Another advantage of
NF is the ability to make a comment on how the model produced
the output value; in other words, the NF model would not remain
a black box. NF has been applied to few researches for ﬁnancial
prediction (Akkoç, 2007; Chen et al., 2009; Malhotra and Malhotra,
2002; Piramuthu, 1999; Yildiz and Akkoç, 2009).

Layer 1. Every node i in this layer, is an adaptive node with a node
function described by;

O1;i ¼ lAi ðxÞ;
O1;i ¼ lBi2 ðyÞ;

for i ¼ 1; 2 and
for i ¼ 3; 4

ð5Þ

where x is the input node i, Ai and Bi are the linguistic label (low,
medium, high, etc.) associated with this node function O1,i and
O1,i2 are the membership function of Ai and Bi respectively. This research utilized lAi(x) and lBi(y) to be bell-shaped membership
function with maximum and minimum equal to 1 and 0 respectively, such as:

Ai ðxÞ ¼ 1=1 þ ½ðx  ci =ai Þ2 bi
where ai, bi and ci are the premise parameters of the membership
function.
Layer 2. Every node in this layer is a ﬁxed node labeled P which
multiplies the incoming signals and sends the product out. The
outputs of this layer which represents ﬁring strength of the rules
can be represented as:

O2;i ¼ wi ¼ Ai ðxÞ x Bi ðyÞ;

i ¼ 1; 2:

ð6Þ

Layer 3. Every node in this layer is a ﬁxed node. Every node is
labeled N. The ith node calculates the ratio of the ith rules ﬁring
strength to the sum of all rule’s ﬁring strength. In other words, this
layer normalizes ﬁring strength of the node i.

O3;i ¼ wi ¼

wi
; i ¼ 1; 2:
w1 þ w2

ð7Þ

Layer 4. This layer calculates the consequent. Every node in this
layer is an adaptive node, with a node function,

3.4.1. Adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)
ANFIS, which was developed by Jang (1993), is a kind of NF system. ANFIS utilizes human expertise in the form of fuzzy if-then
rules. ANFIS has the ability to construct models with only target
sample data and exhibits fault tolerance. In other words, ANFIS
determines itself appropriate parameters to provide the best learning by describing membership functions and entering data into the
system (Jang et al., 1997). The most important feature that separates ANFIS from ANN is the obtained model that can be presented
with rules like ‘‘If. . .then. . .’’ To give two fuzzy if-then rules example, for a ﬁrst order Sugeno model the two rules will be below:

 i is the output of layer 3 and pi, qi and ri are the parameter
where w
set.

Rule  1 : If x ¼ A1 and y ¼ B1 then f 1 ¼ p1 x þ q1 y þ r 1

O5;i ¼

Rule  2 : If x ¼ A2 and y ¼ B2 then f 2 ¼ p2 x þ q2 y þ r 2

ð4Þ

where x and y are independent variables, Ai and Bi are fuzzy sets
(linguistic labels like; low and high), pi, qi, ri are the parameters of
dependent variable. The corresponding equivalent ANFIS architecture which consists of ﬁve layers is shown in Fig. 2.

 i fi ¼ wðp
 i x þ qi y þ r i Þ;
o4;i ¼ w

ð8Þ

Layer 5. The single node in this layer is a ﬁxed node labeled R that
computes the overall output as the summation of all incoming
signals.

P
X
wf
 i fi ¼ Pi i i
w
i wi
i

ð9Þ

3.5. Cross-validation
To provide a reliable estimate and minimize the impact of data
dependency in developing credit scoring models, k-fold cross
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validation is used among the researchers (Desai et al., 1996; Hsieh,
2005; Lee and Chen, 2005; Sustersic et al., 2009; West, 2000). In
this procedure, the entire credit data set is divided randomly into
k mutually exclusive and approximately equal size subsets (also
called folds). The classiﬁcation model is trained and tested k times.
Each time the model is trained using the k  1-folds of samples and
a single fold is retained as the validation data for testing the model.
The training sample is used to estimate the credit scoring model’s
parameters while the validation sample is used to test the generalization capability of the credit scoring model. The overall credit
scoring accuracy is reported as an average across all k folds. In this
research, we used 10-fold cross validation which is commonly
used. An estimate from 10-fold cross validation is likely to be more
reliable than an estimate from a common practice of using a single
validation set.

4. Empirical study
4.1. Turkish credit card market and data
Although credit cards are widely used nowadays, they are relatively new when compared to the generally acceptable instrument
of payment in Turkey. The usage of credit cards started to increase
especially after 2001, in parallel with high GDP growth rate. This
situation brought ﬁerce competition environment to the Turkish
banking sector. Concordantly, to have a greater market share,
banks started to deliver credit cards without any serious evaluation. Namely, they did not ask for critical independent variable
such as total income, total debt, and past credit behavior of the
applicants. As a result, the volume of credit card transactions increased from about 12 billion dollars to 158 billion dollars in last
decade (Fig. 3). On the other hand, the NPL rate in credit cards
reached to 10.8% as of December 2009 (BRSA, 2009). As it is seen
Fig. 3, the number of credit cards also increased and reached about
47 million in this process. But we should note that recently banks
started to evaluate the credit card applicants seriously, especially
due to the recent global ﬁnancial crisis. Owing to the above mentioned reasons, in Turkey many credit cards data lacks important
independent variables. Inherently, this situation affects credit scoring models’ performance negatively. So it can be said that our models’ performance is low when we compare it with the related
literatures.
Credit cards have an important position in banks’ credit portfolio in Turkey. The credit card portfolio forms 28% of personal loan
portfolio of banks with about 24 billion dollars and takes the third

place after mortgage and consumer loans in personal loan portfolio
(BRSA, 2009). Therefore, it is seen that credit scoring models become more important for Turkish banking sector. When it is considered that credit card monthly interest rate varied between 2%
and 7% during the past decade (http://www.tcmb.gov.tr/yeni/
eng/), it is noted that the importance of credit scoring models increased a little more over the last decade.
In this study, credit scoring models are developed by using
credit card data of an international bank operating in Turkey. The
data set consists of a set of loans given in 2003 to a total of 2000
credit card applicants 1000 are good credit consumers while the
remaining 1000 are bad credit consumers. A bad credit is deﬁned
as, at least three missed payments for the ﬁrst year otherwise it
is deﬁned as a good credit. In order to minimize the possible bias
associated with the random sampling, we used 10-fold cross validation. Each bank consumer in the credit dataset contains 11 independent variables which are shown in Table 1 and the dependent
variable is the credit status of the consumer. Average age, average
educational level, average total work duration, average total current work duration, and average home duration are higher for good
applicants. Owing to having no missing data, we used all data
without any adjustment while building credit scoring model. The
SPSS version 13.0 for Windows is used for constructing the LDA
and LRA credit scoring model. The neural network simulator
Thinks Pro (version 1.05) is utilized to develop the ANN credit scoring model. The ANFIS Editor Graphical User Interface of Matlab
(version 7.7) is utilized to develop the three stage ANFIS credit
scoring model.
4.2. Credit scoring results of LDA
The overall LDA credit scoring accuracy is presented as an average across 10-folds. We have built 10 discriminant functions for
each fold due to the reason of having 10-folds data. Seven signiﬁcant independent variables of eleven were included in the discriminant functions, namely; marital status, age, education level, total
work duration, total current work duration, car exist and working
type. However, four signiﬁcant variables were included in each discriminant function, namely; marital status, education level, total
work duration and total current work duration. The credit scoring
results of the validation sample using the obtained discriminant
function from training data are shown in Table 2. As is seen in Table 2, the average classiﬁcation rate of LDA is 57.2%. The model correctly classiﬁed 49.4% of good credit card applicants and 65% of the
bad credit card applicants. In other words, with 50.6% (35%) class 0
(1) applicants misclassiﬁed as class 1 (0).

Fig. 3. Statistics about Turkish credit card market. Source: The Interbank Card Center (http://www.bkm.com.tr/bkm-en/)
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Table 1
List of variables in constructing the credit scoring models.
Variables

Good

X1 Gender
X2 Marital status
X3 Age
X4 Education level
X5 Basic working type
X6 Total work duration
X7 Total current work duration
X8 Home duration
X9 Residence type
X10 Car exist
X11 Region
Y Good-bad credit

Bad

Mean

Std. dev.

Min.

Max.

Mean

Std. dev.

Min.

Max.

1.11
1.37
32.58
2.49
5.45
11.54
4.94
11.84
2.78
1.8
4.41
0

0.313
0.502
9.631
1.126
1.393
7.916
5.39
10.323
1.318
0.399
1.837
0

1
1
18
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
0

2
3
69
6
10
40
40
51
5
2
7
0

1.12
1.49
30.85
2.38
5.27
11.13
3.28
11.15
2.97
1.89
4.3
1

0.319
0.52
8.828
1.015
1.087
7.244
3.937
10.865
1.189
0.316
1.913
0

1
1
18
1
3
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

2
3
69
6
10
45
35
64
5
2
7
1

Table 2
Credit scoring using discriminant analysis.
Actual class

Classiﬁed class (%)
0 (Good credit)

0 (Good credit)
49.4
1 (Bad credit)
35
Average correct classiﬁcation rate: 57.2%

1 (Bad credit)
50.6
65

4.3. Credit scoring results of LRA
The overall LRA credit scoring accuracy is presented as an average across 10-folds. We have built 10 regression functions for each
fold due to the reason of having 10-folds data. Eight signiﬁcant
independent variables of eleven were included in the regression
functions, namely; marital status, age, education level, total work
duration, total current work duration, car exist, working type and
region. However, four signiﬁcant variables were included in each
regression function, namely; marital status, education level, total
work duration and total current work duration. The credit scoring
results of the validation sample using the obtained regression function from training data are shown in Table 3. As is seen in Table 3,
the average classiﬁcation rate of LRA is 57.75%. The model correctly
classiﬁed 50.54% of good credit card applicants and 65% of the bad
credit card applicants. In other words, with 49.5% (35%) class 0 (1)
applicants misclassiﬁed as class 1 (0).

lengths ranging from 1000 to 10,000 epochs (Chuang and Lin,
2009). Learning rate is crucial since smaller learning rates tend to
slow down the learning process before convergence while larger
ones, especially greater than 0.4, may cause network oscillation
and convergence difﬁculty (Lee et al., 2006; Lee and Chen, 2005).
As recommended by Cybenko (1989), Hornik et al. (1989) and
Zhang et al. (1998) the single hidden layer network is sufﬁcient
to model any complex system, therefore, the designed network
will have only one hidden layer. Determining the number of hidden nodes is generally associated with input nodes. The most commonly used way in determining the number of hidden nodes is via
experiments or trial and error process. The number of hidden

Table 4
Result of ANN with various hidden nodes.

a

Table 3
Credit scoring using logistic regression analysis.

Best network architecture.

0.001
0.005
0.01
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
a

Momentum rate
0.7

0.8

0.9

54.1
55.55
55.85
55.85
57.85
58.25
57.1
57
56.05

53.9
55.55
57.75
57.5
57.4
57.1
57.05
56.25
56.55

53.75
57.35
58.6a
57.9
57.95
58
57.15
56.1
56.4

Best average accuracy rate.

Table 6
Credit scoring using ANN.

Classiﬁed class (%)

0 (Good credit)
50.5
1 (Bad credit)
35
Average correct classiﬁcation rate: 57.75%

56.7
56.6
57.1a
55.5
56.95

Learning rate

In this research, there are 11 input nodes in the input layer and
one output node in the output layer. The feedforward multilayer
perceptrons are commonly used to solve the classiﬁcation problems (Piramuthu, 1999). Since (Vellido et al., 1999) point out that
more than 75% of business applications using ANN will adopt the
BPN training algorithm, in constructing credit scoring model in this
stage; this study also uses the feedforward multilayer perceptrons
with the BPN training algorithm which is a supervised type of
learning. Generally, the learning rate is set between 0.01 and 0.4,
the momentum is set between 0.8 and 0.99 and the training

0 (Good credit)

Average accuracy rate %

11-20-1
11-21-1
11-22-1
11-23-1
11-24-1

Table 5
Average accuracy rate of various learning parameters for the 11-22-1 architecture (%).

4.4. Credit scoring results of ANN

Actual class

Architecture

Actual class
1 (Bad credit)
49.5
65

Classiﬁed class (%)
0 (Good credit)

0 (Good credit)
75
1 (Bad credit)
57.8
Average correct classiﬁcation rate: 58.6%

1 (Bad credit)
25
42.2
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Develop LDA
functions for 10 folds.
10 folds credit card
dataset with 11
independent variables

Evaluate credit scoring
results obtained from
100 ANFIS Models.

Determine significant
variables in each fold.

Develop LRA
functions for 10 folds.

ANFIS Models using
two membership
functions for each
input.

Develop ANFIS
models for 10 folds
with significant
variables.

ANFIS Models using
three membership
functions for each
input.

Fig. 4. The processes of proposed three stage hybrid ANFIS credit scoring model.

nodes to be tested 2n, 2n ± 1 and 2n ± 2, n denotes input nodes
(Hecht-Nielsen, 1990). To determine the optimal number of hidden
nodes, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24 was tested in every 10-fold, when the
learning rate, momentum and training epochs are set to 0.2, 0.8
and 2000, respectively. In other words, we developed 50 models
for this purpose.
The accuracy rate of each architecture is an average of 10 repetitions for every fold and is shown at Table 4. The network architecture with the highest accuracy rate (11-22-1) is considered as
the optimal network architecture. After determining the optimal
network architecture, various learning parameters were applied
on this architecture. Nine different learning rates (from 0.001 to
0.5) and three different momentum rates (from 0.7 to 0.9) were
tested, so here we have also developed 270 models. Average accuracy rate of various learning parameters for the 11-22-1 architecture is shown in Table 5. The average classiﬁcation rate of the
ANN model is 58.6% when the learning rate and momentum are
set to 0.1 and 0.9 respectively. As is seen in Table 6, the model correctly classiﬁed 75% of good credit card applicants and 42.2% of the
bad credit card applicants. In other words, with 25% (57.8%) class 0
(1) applicants misclassiﬁed as class 1 (0).

Table 7
Result of three stage hybrid ANFIS model with different membership functions.
Type of
membership
functions

Tri
Gbell
Gauss
Gauss2
Pi
a

Average accuracy rate (%)

Number of membership
functions (2–2–2–2)

Number of membership
functions (3–3–3–3)

59.2
59.4
58
58.55
56.75

59.75
59.75
60a
58.75
57.95

Best average accuracy rate.

Table 8
Credit scoring using three stage hybrid ANFIS model.
Actual class

Classiﬁed class (%)
0 (Good credit)

0 (Good credit)
51.4
1 (Bad credit)
31.4
Average correct classiﬁcation rate: 60%

4.5. Credit scoring results of proposed three stage hybrid ANFIS model
Because of having too much rules and parameters with 11 independent variables, we do not have any chance to built ANFIS model. So this paper proposes LDA and LRA as feature selection
methods. The process of proposed credit scoring model is shown
in Fig. 4. As is seen in Fig. 4, before ANFIS models were developed
we determined signiﬁcant variables. Four variables were found signiﬁcant by LDA and LRA in every fold namely; marital status, education level, total work duration and total current work duration.
We used these signiﬁcant variables as an input in the ANFIS models. We used anﬁsedit command to create the ANFIS .ﬁs ﬁle. We
loaded the data and developed the ANFIS with membership functions. Firstly, we developed ANFIS models by assigning two ‘‘tri’’,
two ‘‘gbell’’, two ‘‘gauss’’, two ‘‘gauss2’’ and two ‘‘pi’’ membership
functions for each input respectively. We repeated a similar process by assigning three membership functions for each input. So,
we developed 100 models, because of having 10-folds credit card
data. After assigning membership functions, ANFIS models build
up the rules which are used to train the models. Every ANFIS model
was trained with 500 epochs. When the training process of the
models has been completed, the models make the credit scoring
decision. Finally, by using evalﬁs command, we evaluate the results
of developed models.
Average accuracy rate of various ANFIS architecture across 10folds are shown in Table 7. The ANFIS architecture with the highest

Average accuracy rate (%)

1 (Bad credit)
48.6
68.6

accuracy rate is considered as the optimal model. The optimal ANFIS model with a 60% average accuracy rate has three Gauss membership functions in each input. As is seen in Table 8, the proposed
model correctly classiﬁed 51.4% of good credit card applicants and
68.6% of the bad credit card applicants. In other words, with 48.6%
(31.4%) class 0 (1) applicants misclassiﬁed as class 1 (0).
As we mentioned before, the most important feature that separates ANFIS models from ANN is the set model that does not stay in
a black box. In the ANFIS model, decision making by using the
independent variables can be interpreted. The non-linear functions
which the ANFIS model produces and allows us to interpret are
presented in Figs. 5 and 6. The non-linear functions were developed on the k91 fold with the highest accuracy rate of 63.5%. In these
Fig. 3D graphs demonstrate complicated relationships between the
dependent variable and the independent variables. In the Fig. 5,
functions, which are developed relating to Marital Status and Educational Level, are presented. Marital Status has three possible values,
namely; 1-Married, 2-Single, 3-Widowed. Educational Level has six
possible values, 1 indicates the lowest and six indicates the highest.
Fig. 5 indicates that the probability of becoming default increases

1

We obtained similar functions from other folds.
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Fig. 5. The 3D graph for marital status and educational level.

Fig. 6. The 3D graph for work duration and current work duration.

when Educational Level is low and Marital Status is Single or Widowed. In Fig. 5, this is shown in relatively dark places. On the other
hand Fig. 5 also indicates that the probability of becoming ﬁnancially
responsible consumers increases in parallel with the increase of Educational Level, especially when the Educational Level above 3.
In the Fig. 6, functions, which are developed relating to Work
Duration and Current Work Duration, are presented. Fig. 6 indicates that the probability of becoming default increases when
Work Duration and Current Work Duration are very high. On the
other hand, Fig. 6 also indicates that the probability of becoming
ﬁnancially responsible consumers increases when Current Work
Duration is higher than 10 years and Work Duration is between
10 and 30 years. Brieﬂy, according to the proposed model consumers who have high Education Level and Average Work Duration reduces credit risk of banks.
4.6. Evaluate the performance of different credit scoring models
4.6.1. Credit scoring result between constructed models
The credit data cannot easily be separated because the data at
the time of application cannot capture the complexities which
may lead to default in each applicant’s life. So, low accuracy rates

arise from credit data inherently (Bellotti and Crook, 2009). The
quality of a rating system is measured by the Accuracy Ratio
(AR) (Engelmann et al., 2003; BCBS, 2005). In order to evaluate
the classiﬁcation performance of four constructed credit scoring
models, the classiﬁcation accuracy rates are summarized in Table 9
and Area Under Curve (AUC) and AR in Table 10. Table 9 gives the
percentage of correctly classiﬁed credit card loans in every fold.
From the results, we can conclude that the proposed three stage
hybrid ANFIS credit scoring model which is based on LDA, LRA
and ANFIS, has the best classiﬁcation capability in terms of average
classiﬁcation rate and AR. The performance of constructed models
can be ranged below,
Three stage hybrid ANFIS > ANN > LRA > LDA.
This result also conﬁrmed using a paired t-test. As the p values
indicate, the proposed three stage hybrid ANFIS model is roundly
better than LDA and LRA, while the difference is not as signiﬁcant
when compared to ANN.
4.6.2. Type I, Type II errors and estimated misclassiﬁcation cost of
constructed models
In order to evaluate the performance of credit scoring models,
beside classiﬁcation accuracy rates and AR, the misclassiﬁcation
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Table 9
Comparing classiﬁcation results for constructed models.

Table 11
Type I, Type II errors and misclassiﬁcation costs of credit scoring models.

Folds

LDA (%)

LRA (%)

ANN (%)

Three stage hybrid ANFIS (%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

59.5
56.5
59
59
59
57
51
55.5
64
51.5

60
55.5
59.5
61.5
59.5
59.5
50
55
65
52

60
58
60
60.5
61.5
54
60.5
53.5
59
59

60
56.5
61.5
61.5
62
61
53.5
60
63.5
60.5

Average
p-Valuea
p-Valueb
p-Valuec

57.2

57.75
0.193

58.6
0.344
0.609

60
0.01
0.036
0.305

LDA
LRA
ANN
Three stage hybrid
ANFIS

a
The p values are for a two-tailed paired t test comparing the LDA results with
the other three methods.
b
The p values are for a two-tailed paired t test comparing the LRA results with
the other two methods.
c
The p value is for a two-tailed paired t test comparing the ANN results with the
other method.

Table 10
Area Under Curve and Accuracy Ratio for constructed models.
Fold

LDA

LRA

ANN

Three stage
hybrid ANFIS

AUC
(%)

AR
(%)

AUC
(%)

AR
(%)

AUC
(%)

AR
(%)

AUC
(%)

AR
(%)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

67.8
59.6
64.1
64
62.3
65.3
53.3
60.1
66.5
58.1

35.6
19.2
28.2
28
24.6
30.6
6.6
20.2
33
16.2

67.9
59.5
64.5
64.9
62.4
63.4
54.4
60.2
66.5
58.7

35.8
19
29
29.8
24.8
26.8
8.8
20.4
33
17.4

64.1
57.4
62.4
67
69.3
54.3
61
60.7
66.6
62.1

28.2
14.8
24.8
34
38.6
8.6
22
21.4
33.2
24.2

67.1
59.1
66
62.5
60.9
64.8
56.7
64.1
66.8
63.3

34.2
18.2
32
25
21.8
29.6
13.4
28.2
33.6
26.6

Average

62.1

24.2

62.2

24.5

62.5

25

63.1

26.3

costs also can be taken into account. Mainly, classiﬁcation problems have two types of errors, Type I (good credit is misclassiﬁed
as bad credit) and Type II (bad credit is misclassiﬁed as good credit). In credit scoring applications, it is believed that the cost of Type
I and Type II errors are signiﬁcantly different. In other words, it is
more important to classify a bad applicant correctly than it is to
classify a good applicant correctly. As recommended Dr. Hofmann,
who compiled the German credit data, stated that the relative costs
of misclassiﬁcation for Type I error is 1 and Type II error is 5 (West,
2000). This study also uses this relative cost ratio in order to estimate misclassiﬁcation costs of the constructed credit scoring models with the following equation:

Misclassification Cost ¼ Cð1=0Þ  Pð1=0Þ  p1 þ Cð0=1Þ
 Pð0=1Þ  p2

ð10Þ

where C (1/0) and C (0/1) are the corresponding misclassiﬁcation
cost of Type I and Type II errors. P (1/0) and P (0/1) represent the
probabilities of Type I and Type II errors. p1 and p2 are the prior
probability of good and bad credit. These values are set to 0.5 and
0.5, respectively, using the ratio of good and bad credit in the
empirical dataset.
Table 11 shows that Type I errors are higher than Type II errors
in LDA, LRA and the three stage hybrid ANFIS whilst Type I error is

Type I
(%)

Type II
(%)

Estimated misclassiﬁcation
cost

50.6
49.5
25
48.6

35
35
57.8
31.4

1.128
1.1225
1.57
1.028

lower than Type II error in ANN. Estimated misclassiﬁcation cost
results are generally consistent with the previous analysis. The
proposed three stage hybrid ANFIS credit scoring model has the
lowest estimated misclassiﬁcation cost. Because of high Type II error rate, the estimated misclassiﬁcation cost of ANN is highest. The
estimated misclassiﬁcation costs of constructed models can be ranged below,
Three stage hybrid ANFIS < LRA < LDA < ANN.
As a result, we can conclude that the credit scoring result of the
proposed three stage hybrid ANFIS model outperforms the conventional and commonly used LDA, LRA and ANN models. Although
the proposed model performs best, we should note that, the
accuracy rates and AR were unsatisfactory. We believe that low
accuracy rates arise from the independent variables. In the meanwhile, this study shows that, without important variables such as,
income, past credit behavior, debt, mortgage payment, it is very
hard to built fulﬁlling credit scoring model.
5. Conclusions
The credit volume of ﬁnancial industry has increased rapidly in
recent years. At the same time, the NPL volume has also increased,
in parallel with the global ﬁnancial crisis. So it has become more
and more important for credit institutions to ﬁnd good consumers
capable of fulﬁlling their ﬁnancial obligations. To do that, ﬁnancial
institutions use credit scoring models as a decision support system
to evaluate credit applications. Many credit scoring models have
been developed for better credit approval processes.
ANN and FL gained a lot of interest in the last two decades. ANN
has learning ability, but cannot be interpreted because the decision-making process stays in a black box. FL systems have interpretable linguistic rules, but they have no learning ability. NF
systems use ANN and FL simultaneously, and have the advantages
of both. This study proposes a three stage hybrid ANFIS credit scoring model, based on statistical techniques and NF. To demonstrate
the performance of the proposed model, credit scoring tasks were
performed on credit card data of an international bank operating in
Turkey. The performance of the three stage hybrid ANFIS model is
also compared with LDA, LRA and ANN. Our empirical results show
that the proposed three stage hybrid ANFIS model has the best
credit scoring capability in terms of both the classiﬁcation accuracy
rate and accuracy ratio and estimated misclassiﬁcation cost. With
the proposed three stage hybrid ANFIS credit scoring model, we
can also interpret the credit scoring decision process. This may provide valuable information for bankers and consumers, especially in
explanations of why credit applications are rejected. In this context, 3D graphs show that an applicant with a lower education level and very high work duration may not be able to fulﬁll ﬁnancial
obligations. In other words, the probability of falling into default
increases. On the other hand, an applicant with a higher educational level and average work duration (especially above 10 years)
may be able to fulﬁll ﬁnancial obligations. So according to our results, it can be recommended that to reduce credit risk, ﬁnancial
institutions operating in Turkey should take these properties into
account in the credit evaluation process.
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Future research may aim to ﬁnd important predictor variables
by using GA and MARS, and constructing a credit scoring model
with these variables. Fuzzy credit scoring models may be developed with the rules suggested by the bankers and experts. A NF
credit scoring model can be constructed by using different independent variables. The progress of consumer credibility can be
evaluated with a time series. After investigating the characteristics
of different credit data such as credit cards, consumer loans, mortgage loans, SME loans and corporate loans, effective credit scoring
models can be developed for every type of credit data separately.
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